ACRONYM IX  Round 3 Tossups
1. 
This phrase titles the debut album by Ozzy Osbourne's daughter Kelly. A breakup song
that claims "we're still losing control" is titled for this phrase and was recorded by The
Black Eyed Peas. Another song named for this phrase by The Ting Tings pairs it with the
demand
"Let me Go." These two words begin the title of a song in which Nicholas Petricca says
a woman is "holding back" and "is my destiny." For 10 points, name this demanding phrase that
precedes "and Dance" in a song by Walk the Moon.
ANSWER: 
shut up
[accept 
Shut Up and Let Me Go
or 
Shut Up and Dance
]
2. 
This game is a sequel to a similar release known by the acronym SARPBC. A "time
warp" mode in this game slows players down as they approach a certain object. One
available modifier in this game spews a musical staff and causes heavy metal music to
play. This game's Chaos Run DLC added
Wastelander, a nonuniform playing area. Players
in this game can use Gizmo and Octane body types, which can equip antennas that resemble
this game's ball. For 10 points, name this game that, save for the use of cars, resembles soccer.
ANSWER: 
Rocket League
3. 
The protagonist of this TV series learned many of his skills from a former general
known as "Accomplished Perfect Physician" in another medium. The city where this
show takes place was renamed after the apparent death of scientist and businessman
Ray
Palmer. This series, which is often set at the nightclub Verdant, established a shared
universe that includes the animated 
Vixen
and 2016's L
egends of Tomorrow.Stephen Amell
[uhMELL] stars in, for 10 points, what CW series about the bowwielding Oliver Queen?
ANSWER: 
Arrow
4. 
Operation Paget [PADGEit] was formed to explore conspiracy theories surrounding
this event, including one that supposedly implicated James Andanson's white Fiat Uno.
Henri [ahnREE] Paul was found responsible for this event, which stemmed from an
incident in the Pont de l'Alma tunnel in 
Paris. A sixhour religious service following this event
featured the performance of a reworked version of Elton John's "Candle in the Wind." For 10
points, name this August 1997 event preceded by the crash of a car holding a British royal.
ANSWER: the 
death
of 
Diana
, Princess of Wales [accept equivalents; accept things like "the
Diana car crash
" before the end]
5. 
Neal Scanlan, who cocreated this character, called him a "Swiss Army Knife that
shouldn't be trusted." In one scene, this character observes a conversation in which a
man keeps trying to hold a young woman’s hand. This character is briefly 
captured in a
net by a Teedo and nearly sold to a junkyard dealer for 60 portions. In later scenes, this
character expresses agreement using a small torch and is reunited with Poe Dameron. For 10
points, name this small, round astromech droid from 
Star Wars: The Force Awakens.
ANSWER: 
BB8
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6. 
This team's official motto is a phrase from the poem I
n Flanders Fields,and one of its
nicknames literally translates to "Holy Flannel." Thanks to two goals by Paul Byron, this
team won the 2016 Winter Classic against the 
Bruins. This team lost to the Lightning in the
2015 Eastern Conference semifinals despite the performance of the Hart and Vezina
[VEZZinuh] trophywinning goalie Carey Price. The team with the most Stanley Cup wins is, for
10 points, what NHL team whose name reflects the country in which it is located?
ANSWER: 
Montreal
Canadiens

[accept either]
7. 
This author cowrote the David Mamet film 
Things Change
as well as a song about a
disillusioned housewife, "The Ballad of Lucy Jordan." A lion sings the "marshmallow
song" to himself in this author's first children's book, in which he used a pseudonym that
included the word Uncle
. He noted that "learning's a bore" in his “Standing is Stupid,” which
appears in a collection whose cover depicts a man with a window in his forehead. For 10 points,
name this poet and author of 
A Light in the Attic
and 
Where the Sidewalk Ends.
ANSWER: Shel 
Silverstein
8. 
Two revivals of this TV series had theme songs recorded by The Grateful Dead and
Korn's Jonathan Davis. A young Burt Reynolds appeared in an episode of this show
about a writer who brings Shakespeare back to life with black magic. Classic episodes of
this series include one about a lone bookworm
titled "Time Enough at Last" and one in
which William Shatner sees a monster on the wing of an airplane. Rod Serling created, for 10
points, what anthology series that began with narration describing the title mysterious location?
ANSWER: The 
Twilight Zone
9. 
Near the beginning of this event, an invocation was made by Swami Satchidananda. A
late change of venue for this event moved it to a dairy farm owned by Max Yasgur, and it
was officially dubbed an "Aquarian exposition." Official followups to this event were
held in
1994 and 1999, the latter of which ended after its attendees started numerous fires. This
event ended with an iconic performance of “The StarSpangled Banner” by Jimi Hendrix. For 10
points, name this 1969 festival described as "3 days of peace and music."
ANSWER: 
Woodstock
Music & Art Fair
10. 
Atlanta Hawks player Mike Scott has over 25 of these things tattooed on his body.
Shigetaka Kurita is credited with creating these things, whose film rights were acquired
by Sony in 2015. In December 2015, Kim Kardashian released a series of these things
that included a large 
rear end. Also in 2015, the Oxford English Dictionary made one of these
things its word of the year, even though it is not a word, though it does symbolize tears of joy.
For 10 points, name these images used in electronic messaging.
ANSWER: 
emoji
s [prompt on 'smileys' or 'emoticons']
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11. 
In 
Final Destination 2
, Tim’s grieving widow is killed in one of these places. Billy
Costigan is killed while in one of these places near the end of 
The Departed,and another
of them is the setting of the horror film 
Devil
. Before a fight begins in one of these places,
Captain America
asks if anyone wants "to get out" in T
he Winter Soldier.Upon entering one of
them for the first time, Buddy the Elf claims that part of it looks like a Christmas tree and presses
all of its buttons. For 10 points, name these vestibules for traveling in buildings.
ANSWER: 
elevator
s [or 
elevator car
s]
12. 
In one game in this series, the player dates the aspiring artist Mindy, who releases a
selfmade magazine. The latest game in this series includes Leticia Bufoni and rappers
Lil Wayne and Tyler the Creator as playable characters. One review of that 2015 game
dubbed it an "insult to its 
history," though it did bring back a level creation feature which was
last seen in 2005's 
American Wasteland.Two games subtitled U
nderground
are also part of, for
10 points, what game series named for a legendary skateboarder?
ANSWER: 
Tony Hawk
's Pro Skater
13. 
This baseball team was formed after its home state agreed to drop a lawsuit against
the league for moving their previous team. As of 2015, the most recent Major League
perfect game was thrown by a member of this team. This is the only AL team to never
play in a World Series, despite achieving a recordtying 116 wins in 2001. After the 2015
season, this team resigned pitcher Hisashi Iwakuma and fired manager Lloyd McClendon. For
10 points, name this team that plays at Safeco Field in the Pacific Northwest.
ANSWER: 
Seattle
Mariners

[accept either]
14. 
A 2015 Korean web series depicts the boy band Exo moving to this title 
place,which
also appears in the name of a 1989 Jack Ketchum novel. A 2016 thriller film starring
Jennifer Lopez and Kristen Chenoweth has a title that mentions this place, which is also
the title origin of an Elisha Cuthbertplayed
adult film star in a 2004 comedy. “Kids” from this
place are identified with "Numbuhs" as their "Code Names" in a Cartoon Network series. For 10
points, name this location that often describes "boys" and "girls" who are neighbors.
ANSWER: 
next door
[accept 
boy next door
or g
irl next door
or 
kids next door
]
15. 
Samuel Shenton founded a society for people who believe in this theory. In January
2016, model Tila Tequila expressed this belief, citing an airplane’s ability to land without
crashing as evidence. Later that month, a man who posted photos of Anchorage, Alaska
and the New York 
skyline to supposedly prove this theory released a diss track aimed in part at
Neil DeGrasse Tyson, who said he was "five centuries regressed." For 10 points, name this
theory espoused in 2016 by rapper B.o.B. about the way the world is shaped.
ANSWER: the 
flat Earth
theory [accept equivalents or descriptive answers]
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16. A particularly vile one of these items was modified with toenail clippings and dropped
in a toilet before being dried with a gym sock. Small varieties of these products are called
"pipsqueaks," and regular ones are kept in a namesake vault according to the episode
"Just One 
Bite." One maker of these items temporarily left his job to sell them in different
colors. This food item, whose coveted secret formula contains both love and barnacle shavings,
is often ordered with Kelp Fries. For 10 points, name these burgers sold at the Krusty Krab.
ANSWER: 
Krabby Patties
17. 
This team was founded in 1929 as the Portsmouth Spartans. In November 2015, this
team signed Crezdon Butler who, the following day, broke up a late pass to help secure
their first win at
Lambeau Field in 24 years. This team of running back Theo Riddick drafted a
quarterback from Georgia first overall after their 2008 season, in which they became the first
team to go 016 for a season. Jim Caldwell coaches, for 10 points, what NFL team that was
weakened by the sudden 2016 retirement of wide receiver Calvin Johnson?
ANSWER: 
Detroit
Lions

[accept either]
18. 
After suggesting to director Michael Mann that he adapt a 1980’s TV show into a film,
this actor refused to leave the country to finish filming it. This actor, who also released
the 2015 music album 
Hollywood: A Dozen Roses,played a detective named Ricardo
Tubbs in that film. In other roles, he played a limo driver who picked up a hitman played by Tom
Cruise, as well as the late singer of “What’d I Say.” For 10 points, name this performer who
starred in 
Collateral
, sang on Kanye West's "Gold Digger" and played a blind singer in R
ay
.
ANSWER: Jamie 
Foxx
[or Eric 
Bishop
]
19. 
Charles Bronson portrayed a mysterious harmonicawielding man in a Sergio Leone
film whose name begins with these four words. The final film in a Robert Rodriguez film
trilogy about the hero El Mariachi also begins with these
four words and takes place in
Mexico. A TV series named for this phrase depicted Operation Mongoose, which was led by
Emma Swan. The first words spoken in I
nto the Woods
are, for 10 points, what phrase that
names that ABC fantasy series and also begins many fairy tales?
ANSWER: 
Once upon a time
[accept 
Once Upon a Time in the West
on super early buzzes]
20. 
This man guested on the Miguel track "How Many Drinks?" and called out a dozen
rappers, including Big K.R.I.T. and Meek Mill, in a verse on Big Sean's "Control." This
rapper, along with AbSoul, Jay Rock and Schoolboy Q, comprise the group Black H
ippy.
One song by this rapper notes "everybody wanna cut the legs off him" in reference to a R
oots
character, and another describes his hometown of Compton as "m.A.A.d ["mad"] city." For 10
points, name this rapper of "King Kunta," which appears on his album 
To Pimp a Butterfly.
ANSWER: 
Kendrick Lamar
[accept Kendrick Lamar 
Duckworth
]

